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Abstract
Software diversification is a well-established method of
mitigating the risk of vulnerabilities; ASLR functionality
is included in most modern operating systems. However,
most mainstream ASLR implementations do not use the
maximum level of randomness available in hardware,
and many fail to thoroughly discuss some of the “dark
corners” of a diversity implementation. In this paper, we
present a case study of our fine-grained load-time diversity implementation, “überdiversity”1 , in order to (1) examine the implications and feasibility of approaching the
hardware-imposed upper bounds of ASLR and (2) formalize some of the frequently neglected details of diversity implementations. In particular, überdiversity makes
several advancements over the state of the art including higher entropy, interleaving user- and kernel-space
code sections in virtual memory, and randomizing the
entire software stack from user process to hypervisor.
We also motivate the need to discuss, explicitly, the algorithm used to produce random address space layouts
and present an algorithm which does so provably uniformly at random. Additionally, we formalize the notion
of program variants as a measurement that, along with
the commonly used entropy measurement, can help to
quantify the effectiveness of our and other randomization techniques. Although finding that the worst-case
costs can be extreme, we measured a moderate runtime average performance impact of less than 10% using
überdiversity, suggesting that mainstream ASLR implementations may be able to benefit from increased randomization without suffering undue performance costs.

1 The prototype discussed in this paper is available as open-source
software at https://github.com/SCSLaboratory/BearOS.
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Introduction

A significant concern in the modern computer security
landscape is vulnerability amplification; since all network connected systems and programs are instances of
a very small pool of possible operating system variants and programs, a single exploit can be reused on
many machines. This includes classes of exploits such
as buffer overflows [37], return-oriented programming
(ROP) [49], return-to-libc [8], and many more.
Vulnerability amplification multiplies the potential reward for developing a single exploit many-fold. Injecting randomness into software systems is a very popular
technique used to limit the impact of a vulnerability. In
the case of load-time diversity, the attacker’s workload
is also increased dramatically because the effects of the
randomization are not easily visible. Therefore, attackers
are forced to design exploits without a priori knowledge
of the layout of a system.
Load-time diversity involves loading some number of
discrete units of code or data (sections) into memory at
random locations. Überdiversity follows the example
set by [56] by loading the sections at different places
within the vast virtual memory space with blank space
in between them. Code sections typically represent individual functions, but additional sections include global
data, the heap2 , and the stack. Although überdiversity
does not explicitly randomize within these sections, it
is conceptually compatible with other projects that ran2 More precisely, a pre-set maximum size is set aside as a special
section in which the contiguous heap will grow at run-time.

domize within functions [23, 46], the heap [43], and the
stack [9, 10, 20]. The address space generated after randomization is extremely unlikely to share exploitable addresses with other program instances loaded from the
same source code.
Section 2 acknowledges some of the many approaches
that have been developed to increase diversity in computer systems and examines some of them to motivate
the goals and contributions of this paper. We begin our
discussion of überdiversity in Section 3 by presenting the
algorithm we use to load a program such that all possible instantiations of the program are equally likely outputs. Though frequently overlooked, this is an important
property that ensures that the benefits of a randomization implementation are fully realized. In Section 4 we
present an overview of the implementation of our prototype in terms of the Executable and Linkable Format
(ELF) Application-Binary Interface (ABI) and the x86
architecture. Section 5 estimates the effectiveness and
measures the costs of our prototype.
The contributions of this paper include:

been fully embraced by the security community, leading to many research efforts exploring different applications and implementations of randomization for security
at development-, compile-, load-, or run-time. Larsen
et al. acknowledge the many works that came before
überdiversity more thoroughly than the scope of this paper would allow in [33, 34].
A selection of the relevant works presented in [34] and
some others is presented in Table 1. It summarizes which
projects are 64-bit compatible, the maximum reported
entropy that their implementation achieves, to what extent the publication discusses the algorithm used to implement their randomization, and which pieces of the
software stack are being randomized: user (U), kernel
(K), or hypervisor (H) code.
Table 1 summarizes several types of load-time randomization efforts. Some randomize the base addresses
of entire program resources such as the stack, heap, code,
data regions, or operating system modules [10,22,32,54].
[4] presents a comprehensive set of transformations to
randomize these resources and introduce entropy within
each such as randomizing stack variable layout and code
function order. Other techniques use binary analysis to
create programs with additional features: [55] produces
code that randomizes itself when loaded, [23] produces
code embedded with metadata that is interpreted by a
virtualized run-time environment, and [32] permutes instructions and data in the binary. The code can also be
shuffled after the primary loading and linking, but before the code begins execution [14]. [52] extends the
other randomization techniques by choosing addresses
that contain self-validating checksums that can provide
some measure of run-time control flow integrity. Fine
grained per-function load-time randomization is combined with compile-time transformations in [30].
The term “entropy” is often ambiguous and has had
multiple interpretations in the literature. As an example,
Davi et al. [14] claims that their implementation achieves
n! entropy, where n is the number of program resources
being randomized. Although the claim that [14] can produce n! address spaces is correct, the use of the term
“entropy” in this context is fundamentally different from
other works. Davi was actually discussing program variants, and this semantic confusion is not uncommon. Both
program variants and entropy are important metrics for
any diversity implementation. In this paper, we clarify
the difference between these two complementary ideas
and formalize a method for computing the less popular
program variants measurement.
Although some of the other projects do use a 64-bit
platform, the highest reported entropy is 29 bits in [32].

• A load-time diversity implementation that extends
the state of the art by:
– interleaving kernel- and user-space sections,
producing an address space without unique
regions designated for the kernel- and userspace.
– simultaneously diversifying every layer of the
software stack including the hypervisor, kernel, and user-space application.
– providing a higher level of entropy that approaches the hardware-imposed maximum.
• Discussions of “dark corners” of diversity implementations that are rarely presented or formalized,
including:
– the properties of the algorithm used to generate a random program layout.
– the number of program variants possible with
an implementation: a measurement that compliments the traditional “entropy”.
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Related Work and Motivation

Computer system security via non-determinism was first
proposed in various forms in seminal papers several
decades ago [2, 11, 20, 48]. Since then, the idea has
2

Maximum
Discussion
(U)ser-space,
Reported
of
(K)ernel, and/or
Entropy (bits) Algorithm
(H)ypervisor
Chew & Song ’02 [10]
7
15
None
U&K
PaX ’01 [54]
7
24
None
U
Wartell et al. ’12 [55]
3
Unspecified
None
U
Shioji et al. ’12 [52]
7
Unspecified
None
U
Davi et al. ’13 [14]
3
Misspecified†
None
U
Bhatkar et al. ’05 [4]
3
26
None
U
Tanenbaum et al. ’12 [22]
7
Unspecified
Partial
K
Hiser et al. ’12 [23]
7
Unspecified
None
U
Kil et al. ’06 [32]
7
29
None
U&K
Kanter ’13 [29]
3
27
None
U&K
3
47
Full
U&K&H
Überdiversity
† Davi’s reported “entropy” is actually a count of program variants.
Study

64-bit

Table 1: Selected examples of fine-grained load-time memory randomization techniques.
With a close upper bound at 47 bits, überdiversity provides the highest entropy. This makes it particularly interesting as an exercise studying the effects of approaching hardware limitations, since commodity 64-bit hardware provides an address space of only 248 .
None of the other studies surveyed included substantial discussions about the algorithm used to inject randomness. This is often overlooked as a trivial component of an implementation. In the case of simple ASLR,
which might choose a single random address for a single
loaded resource, this may be a fair assessment. However,
several studies in Table 1 are performing more complex
and fine-grained randomization. It is easy to consider an
algorithm that seems to give random outputs but actually
produces some address spaces with higher probabilities
than others, and non-trivial to prove that an algorithm
generates all possible address spaces with equal probability.
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Algorithm 1: Greedy Diversity Loader Algorithm.
This algorithm produces address spaces in which any
particular section is more likely to have a low address
than a high one.
Input: The Address Space A & Sections to be
Loaded S
Output: Random location si .location ∀s ∈ S
1 Randomly shuffle S;
2 for i = 1 to |S| do
3
Choose random k : 0 ≤ k < |A|;
4
si .location ← k;
5
A ← {0, 1, ..., k − 1, k};

Algorithm 2. This algorithm picks a list of random numbers, each one to represent a gap between two sections
loaded into memory (or between a section and the boundaries of the virtual address space). Then, the numbers are
scaled to fit the virtual address space. Surprisingly, even
this algorithm does not produce address spaces with uniform probability.
This is because during the scaling step, random number sequences that are too small to fill the address space
(need to be “scaled up”) will have an effective minimum
gap size between sections. In other words, program variants with a gap of size 1 between two sections are less
likely than program variants with larger gaps, because
they can be produced only by random number sequences
that exactly match or exceed the size of the available virtual memory space. A formal proof of this intuition is
found the Appendix.
While Algorithm 2 may be “random enough” for most

Diversification Algorithm

Algorithm 1 produces random program variants with linear running time. Due to these attractive properties, it
is the algorithm used in the implementation presented
in [29], although it is not discussed. However, it is an
example of an algorithm that clearly does not produce
address spaces with uniform probability. In it, the sequence of random numbers chosen is monotonically decreasing, therefore sections are more likely to have low
addresses than high ones. An even more convincing algorithm, suggested as a uniformly random alternative to
Algorithm 1 at an early stage of this research, is shown in
3

Algorithm 2: Scaling Diversity Loader Algorithm.
This algorithm chooses enough random numbers for
each to be a gap between two sections, then scales the
random numbers to fit the available address space.
Input: The Address Space A & Sections to be
Loaded S
Output: Random location si .location ∀s ∈ S
1 Randomly shuffle S;
2 Choose |S| + 1 random integers from 0 to
RAND MAX {r1 , r2 , ..., r|S|+1 } = R;
j 
k
|A|−∑s∈S s.size
3 T ← f (R) where f (R) = R
;
r
∑

Algorithm 3: Generic Diversity Loader Algorithm.
This algorithm chooses random numbers within the
space of available loadable addresses, then walks
the address space (skipping over already loaded sections) to find the address corresponding to that random number in the current state of the address space.
Input: The Address Space A & Sections to be
Loaded S
Output: Random location si .location ∀s ∈ S
1 for i = 1 to |S| do
2
Find Ai , the set of addresses available to load si ;
3
if Ai = ∅ then
4
error;
5
Pick random k : 0 ≤ k < |Ai |;
6
Find the kth eligible address: ai,k ∈ Ai ;
7
si .location ← ai,k

r∈R

4
5
6

s1 .location ← t1 ;
for i = 2 to |S| do
si .location ← si−1 .location + ti ;

applications, it is not uniformly random across all possible address spaces. The choice between algorithms that
modulate efficiency, ease of implementation, and degree
of randomness should be an important and clear part of
the design of any randomization scheme.
To contrast non-uniformly random Algorithms 1 and
2, we present an algorithm based on the “Fisher-Yates
Shuffle” [19] which shuffles an ordered list to produce
a permutation uniformly at random. In Section 3.2 we
transform our algorithm into an instance of the FisherYates Shuffle, proving that it produces a given permutation of the address space uniformly at random; given
some input (and assuming a sufficient source of randomness3 ) no output is more likely than any other. The algorithm represents a less efficient but more random point
on the spectrum of techniques from which a system designer can choose, and is shown in Algorithm 3.
One of the most powerful features of this algorithm is
its ability to load sections randomly within a discontiguous virtual memory range. This flexibility allows, for example, loading some program within the entire available
virtual address space, trivially avoiding the hardwareunimplemented “noncanonical” addresses that split the
virtual address space into higher and lower halves. It also
allows a unique capability when diversifying programs
within the conventional paradigm of user- and kernelspace sharing a virtual address space. Specifically, a user
process can be loaded into all available virtual memory
space after the kernel is loaded. This means that at runtime, there are no deterministic address ranges for kernel
or user sections. This is a departure from previous implementations of load-time diversity in which the kernel

was diversified in isolation within a predefined “kernelspace” virtual memory range, and user programs only
within a predefined “user-space” virtual memory range.
Interleaving kernel and user sections adds a significant
level of complexity for an attacker to deal with when developing an exploit.

3.1

Run-time Complexity and Termination
Analysis

The algorithm iterates over a fixed set S, and nothing
within the loop could cause a condition where it does
not exhaust the set. Therefore, it will terminate.
The algorithm iterates over S and twice over A within
the main loop (at lines 2 and 6). If the address space
is represented as regions of available memory instead of
individual addresses, the number of regions will be proportional to |S|. Therefore, the run-time complexity is
O(|S|2 ).
There is a way to formulate FYS (and therefore may
be a way to formulate the algorithm presented here) in
O(N) time [15]. However, in this case |N| is the size
of the available virtual address space. For any program,
|N| >> |S|2 . The algorithm proposed here also has a
much smaller memory overhead. For these two reasons,
the version we’ve presented is actually better than its inplace alternative.
The algorithm will terminate, but there is also a simple
condition for the more interesting outcome: completion
without error. Expression 1 describes the condition necessary for the algorithm to succeed without an error.

3 Insufficient sources of randomness can lead to non-uniformly random address space layouts as in [39].
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∀ si ∈ S, |Ai | 6= 0

highly unlikely that sections will be placed so uniformly
as to have only partitions of 235 MB remaining. The
probability is high that somewhere within the 1,000,001
available partitions, there is a single one whose size is
big enough to hold the entire user program as described
in Lemma 1.
One can guarantee that an arbitrarily large user program will fit. Only a small modification is needed to
the initial diversification of the kernel to do so; add a
section su to the set of kernel sections, Sk , before the diversity algorithm is invoked to load the kernel. Allow
su to be randomly placed according to the algorithm, but
do not map any physical memory into the virtual address
space corresponding to su , meaning that this section for
the kernel becomes a contiguous region of eligible virtual addresses for the user process. This guarantees that
at load-time of a user process, |A| ≥ su .size. By controlling su .size, one can satisfy Expression 1 for arbitrarily
large user programs. Lemma 1 shows exactly how large
su .size should be for a given program. Note that making this allowance does threaten the claim for uniformly
distributed outcomes; in an exceptional case where the
entire user program must be loaded into su , user sections
will be more closely grouped than if this method is not
used.

(1)

First, we observe that an address space is big enough
for S if it is at least as big as 2 × |S| copies of the largest
section in S. This is stated as Lemma 1 and proven the
Appendix .
Lemma 1. Algorithm 3 will always succeed to load a
set of sections S with size S.size = ∑s∈S s.size if, |A| ≥
2|S| × sl .size where @ s ∈ S : s.size > sl .size.
We can use Lemma 1 to show that the algorithm will
successfully load the kernel without error. |A| is as big as
255 TB before anything is loaded. According to Lemma
1, this would allow as many as 127,500 1 GB sections
to be loaded. Since it is common for the entire kernel to
be loaded into a virtual memory region of just 1 GB, this
is clearly sufficient to load even the largest monolithic
kernel into a blank-slate virtual address space. No kernel
section will be large enough to divide the address space
such that there is no sufficiently large memory space for
some section. However, leveraging the full strength of
this algorithm involves loading a user-space application
into the virtual memory gaps left between the sections of
a diversified kernel. We will show that in the typical case,
this will not pose any problem in the loading of a user
process. Additionally, the condition shown in Expression
1 can be satisfied even in the most dramatic case with
only a small consideration made at the load-time of the
kernel.
The memory footprint of a monolithic kernel such as
Linux is less than a few gigabytes. As a worst-case
scenario, assume that the memory footprint of a kernel
is many orders of magnitude larger: 20 TB. In another
worst-case assumption, assume that there are 1,000,000
unique sections for the kernel4 .
Using these assumptions, there will be 235 TB of virtual address space available for the user process. The
concern is that this address space will be segmented
into unusable chunks. The 1,000,000 sections will force
the address space to be segmented into a maximum of
1,000,001 pieces for the user-space load-time iteration
of the diversity algorithm. These partitions will average about 235 MB. This means that there will be at least
one partition whose size is at least 235 MB; big enough
for the entirety of many user programs. However, it is

3.2

Proof of Uniformly Distributed Variants

The benefit of randomization is increasing the number
of possible variants of a program to suppress vulnerability amplification and to increase the search space of an
attacker hoping to brute-force the system. These benefits are reaped most completely if the search space is
distributed uniformly across all possible variants. That
is to say that no variant of the program should be any
more likely than any other variant. We can show that Algorithm 3 produces a permutation of sections within the
address space uniformly at random by showing that it
is actually equivalent to the Fisher-Yates Shuffle (FYS),
which itself produces permutations of an array uniformly
at random [19].
Throughout this section a particular visualization of
the task of diversifying the address space will be helpful.
The diversification process is modeled as the task of generating a random permutation P of the set N, where N is
the set of sections to load, S, combined with the blank
units of memory, B, that will be present in the address
space after all of S is loaded. In other words, N = S ∪ B
where |B| = |A| − ∑s∈S s.size. Each permutation of N
represents a unique variant of the program loaded into

4 Ubuntu’s exuberant-ctags package counted less than
500,000 functions in the entire source directory for Ubuntu version
10.10 and Linux Kernel version 3.13.0. Note that this includes all architectures and options, not all of which will be included in any particular
kernel build.
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formly random properties that were proven for running
the algorithm once.

Algorithm 4: Fisher-Yates Shuffle Algorithm [19]
Input: Some set N
Output: P, a random permutation of N
1 while |N| 6= 0 do
2
Pick a random number k : 1 ≤ k ≤ |N| + 1;
3
Pi++ ← the kth element of N;
4
Remove the kth element of N;

4

Implementation

The überdiversity prototype was implemented on Bear
[41], a Minix-like research microkernel with an integrated hypervisor that supports full 64-bit multicore Intel
hardware. While fully featured, the kernel and hypervisor are less than 10,000 lines of code, with extensive
sharing between the components.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a detailed specification for the implementation of our prototype. Instead, we provide references to resources describing the different components of the implementation
and add discussion of the details specific to our prototype.

a virtual memory context.
The Fisher-Yates Shuffle is shown in Algorithm 4.
Figure 1a gives a visualization of Algorithm 4 and reflects the composition of N as the sections to load combined with the blank spaces to build a representation of
the entire address space.
Figure 1b shows a small modification to FYS. The algorithm that this represents will be denoted FYS’. FYS’
is the first step towards showing that Algorithm 3 is
equivalent to FYS. Lemma 2 states that FYS’ is still
uniformly random is simple; the simple proof of this is
shown the Appendix.

4.1

ELF & the Diversity Loader

The compiler stores a program’s code, data, and metadata in the ELF [12] format. In order to maximize the
impact of load-time diversification, the compiler should
take care to split the code into as many separate ELF sections as possible5 . The ELF ABI and the associated loading process is well documented [36]. Adding support for
diversification requires three additional steps. First, sections are loaded at randomly chosen addresses rather than
those specified in the ELF file. After loading each section into a random virtual address, the diversity loader
calls two routines per loadable unit: move unit and
fixup unit.
The move unit function updates the global symbol
table loaded from the ELF metadata to reflect the new
addresses of each section. It also updates internal relocation entries associated with the unit. These are places
in a particular section that reference an absolute address
within the same section.
After all units have had their symbols and relocations updated with their new randomized values,
fixup unit is called for each of the units. This routine resolves external relocations for the unit. In other
words, after all of the symbols have been updated, each
unit finds the updated value of the symbols it needs to
resolve.
Random numbers are notoriously difficult for computers to generate. Sources of randomness are out of scope
for this paper, but there are many published research efforts examining how to obtain random numbers from a

Lemma 2. The algorithm (FYS’) that differs from FYS
by iteratively choosing a “place in line” for each member in N instead of iteratively choosing a random member of N to place “next in line” produces variants uniformly at random.
Note that with the input given to the FYS’ algorithm,
some of the steps that it took were unnecessary. Because each of the “empty space” inputs is identical, all
possible placements of these units results in an identical address space if the placements of the first sections is
fixed. Therefore, assuming that all slots are empty and
then running the algorithm for just S produces an identical result as running the algorithm with N (S and the
empty spaces).
This transformation arrives at Algorithm 3 while
maintaining the FYS property of producing variants uniformly at random at each step. Therefore, Algorithm 3
produces variants uniformly at random.
Finally, note that running the algorithm twice (for
kernel-space and then for user-space) maintains the uniformly at random property. The order of the input sections does not matter, and running the algorithm twice is
really equivalent to just pausing to do some other work
between loading the kernel sections and loading the user
sections. However, no other work changes the conditions
required for the algorithm. Since doing the algorithm
twice can be reduced to doing it just once with different
input, the sequence of doing it twice maintains the uni-

5 In
GCC,
this
is
-ffunction-sections option
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i=1

pick for slot 1

i=2

pick for slot 2
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i=9

i=1
i=2
place section 1
place section 2

pick for slot 9

(a) Representation of the Fisher-Yates Shuffle

...

i=9
place section 9

(b) FYS’; Modification of the Fisher-Yates Shuffle

Figure 1: The original Fisher-Yates Shuffle and an equivalent but slightly modified FYS’. Each produces permutations
uniformly at random. FYS’ is a step on the path to transform Algorithm 3 into FYS.
computer [47]. Our prototype uses the x86 hardware random number generator, accessed using the rdrand instruction. Despite some controversy about closed-source
manufacturer provided hardware random number generators [42], this is sufficient for our proof of concept prototype.

4.2

does not implement this case.
The entropy that can be achieved by the diversity
loader has an upper bound defined by the amount of
virtual memory space into which a given section can
be loaded. In the case of the current x86 64-bit implementation, there are 48 bits of addressable virtual
address space. This corresponds to the capability to
virtually address 256 TB of memory. There is an architectural definition that, until the full 64-bit address
width is implemented on the memory bus, the address
must be sign extended. This creates a region of addresses that are illegal to access, called noncanonical addresses. The current 48-bit implementation of x86 does
not allow addresses between 0x7FFFFFFFFFFF and
0xFFFF800000000000.
The fact that the virtual address space is so large allows for the large degree of entropy that can be achieved
by harnessing the entire available virtual address space
for loading sections. Recall that the flexibility of the algorithm described in Section 3 makes avoiding the noncanonical address range while still utilizing the entirety
of the virtual address space trivial.
Interleaving kernel- and user-space sections raises
concerns about the accessibility of kernel memory by
unprivileged user processes. For instance, if the user
stack is loaded directly adjacent to some kernel code,
one might worry about a stack overflow attack to overwrite kernel code. The hardware memory management
unit (MMU) mitigates this risk with hardware protections stored in the page tables. If the kernel code is
loaded with the supervisor bit set in the page tables, any
user process will fault trying to read or write that memory. Unfortunately, the page table protections are set and

The Virtual Memory Abstraction

The page tables [26] used by the MMU on the 64-bit
x86 architecture are four levels deep. Each level contains protection bits used to moderate software’s access
to the memory mapped below that particular entry. These
include a U/S bit to differentiate between user mode and
supervisor mode access, a R/W bit to control read or
write access, and an NX bit to control execution privilege, among others.
Despite the fact that these permissions are present at
each level of the page tables, the protection bits at higher
levels are not used in our prototype. An NX bit set in the
top level table marks every virtual address decomposed
through that particular entry as non-executable. With the
maximum degree of randomization, however, there are
likely to be multiple sections of different permissions interleaved within a single high-level table entry. In order
to maximize the possible entropy achieved at load-time,
permissions are enforced at the smallest possible granularity. For this reason, higher level table entries are always set with the most liberal permissions possible. The
permissions required for a given section are set only in
the final table entry. A small performance improvement
is possible by marking higher-level tables that happen to
contain only sections of a given type, but our prototype
7

enforced only in PAGE SIZE6 intervals. This has important implications for the implementation of the algorithm: no two sections with differing permissions can
share a page. The stricter rule that no two sections of
any type can share a page simplifies the implementation.
This rule is enforced by making sure that addresses on
any page that a section is loaded onto are marked as unusable during Algorithm 3. So, removing addresses from
the pool of eligible addresses is done in PAGE SIZE increments. Note that this rule does not mean that the address of a loaded section must be on a page boundary.

4.3

rather than being randomized individually in disjoint virtual memory regions.

5
5.1

Quantification of Diversity Achieved

There are two different ways to quantify the “amount
of randomness” (more practically: “difficulty to
brute-force”) that a particular diversity implementation
achieves. The first, entropy, is a familiar notion discussed
in many previous papers about diversity [4,10,45,51,54].
The second, program variants, is a separate notion that is
sometimes confused with entropy, as in [14]. We will
clarify the difference between these two measurements
and show how to count the number of program variants
possible from a single source binary.
Entropy, the common way to measure a diversity implementation, quantifies the search space for a particular
resource. If a particular function is loaded with n bits
of entropy, then its address is one of 2n choices. Commodity 64-bit hardware imposes a 48 bit limit on entropy
since it only implements 248 virtual addresses.
Program variants, on the other hand, describes how
many unique layouts can be generated within an address
space with a given program as input. A single program
variant is defined by the union of the locations of all instructions and data loaded into memory.
In order to illustrate the difference between entropy
and program variants, consider the effect of randomizing instructions within a function at compile-time. This
transformation does not increase the entropy beyond simply loading the ordered function at a random location in
memory, since the search space for an instruction is the
same regardless of its location relative to its parent function. However, it does increase the number of program
variants possible.
The practical question of which of these is a more
important measurement for estimating the difficulty of
brute-forcing a diversity implementation is a challenging
one that depends on the goal of the attacker. If the attacker needs to find one single program resource (such
as a particular dangerous function), entropy is the more
important measure since it describes the amount of randomness in the address of that function. If the attacker
needs to find a series of program resources (such as gadgets for a ROP payload), program variants is the more
important measure since it helps describe how learning
one location narrows the search space for other locations.
Indeed, a complete model for estimating the probability
of success of an attacker depends on these variables and

Diversifying the Entire Software Stack

The idea of diversity was first applied to user-space programs. Running on top of the operating system means
that there is a powerful program (the kernel) used to load
user-space code, with arbitrary complexity.
Kernel code randomization (KASLR) was the natural next step. Some KASLR implementations use the
normal kernel boot loader to provide the randomization
functions [16] while others use a hypervisor to load the
kernel [29]. Our prototype uses the former method. A
first-stage bootloader (boot1) manages the processor
configuration needed to enter 64-bit mode at which point
a second-stage bootloader (boot2) performs the randomized loading of the kernel.
A fully general diversity loader implementation in
boot2 allows for the additional accomplishment of randomizing a hypervisor that is loaded with our bootloader.
The hypervisor is diversified in its own address space.
While the kernel- and user-spaces share an address space,
the hypervisor is not mapped in to any set of page tables used in the kernel. It’s own unique set of page tables makes it a completely separate unit from the kerneland user-space. However, there are still huge security
implications to having the hypervisor be loaded nondeterministically. As security technologies improve, attacks on systems are being launched at layers closer and
closer to the hardware [18]. The conventional paradigm
used to relate the hypervisor to the operating system suggests that hypervisors will soon be subjected to the attacks that motivate KASLR [50].
The result of this particular software decomposition
and the flexibility of our diversity algorithm is a system in which every layer of the software is loaded randomly into the available virtual memory space. This includes the hypervisor, the operating system, and the user
process. Furthermore, the user process and kernel that
share a virtual address space are randomized together,
6 The

Evaluation and Analysis

typical value of PAGE SIZE on the x86 architecture is 4 KB
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off of page boundaries.
The inability to use the 511th and 0th entries in the
top level of the page table structures does not cut the
available addresses in half, so it does not cost a full bit
of entropy. However, it does cost some fraction of a
bit. Therefore, worst-case upper and lower7 bounds on
überdiversity’s load-time entropy are 47 and 43 bits, respectively.

many more. However, even in the absence of a fully developed model, both program variants and entropy are
important for a reasonable estimate of the potency of a
given randomization technique.
5.1.1

Entropy

Entropy is a convenient way to measure the potency and
flexibility of a diversification scheme, but it is important to recognize its limitations. A measure of entropy
is not necessarily a good measure of security. As pointed
out in [33], an interesting instruction loaded with infinite entropy into an infinite address space is still insecure
if all other instructions are nop. In this example, executing the nop instruction at address 0 guarantees execution of the interesting instruction as the many nop
instructions preceding the interesting instruction will be
executed with no effect until the interesting function is
found.
With the limitations of entropy as a quantification for
diversity in mind, we will discuss the entropy of our prototype. Our prototype is implemented with sufficient
flexibility to take advantage of the entirety of the x86
48-bit address space, with only some exceptions.
Some of the address space is unused at the top level.
In particular, two entries are reserved in the top level
of the page table structure. The 511th entry is used for
a self-referential pointer used to provide virtual mappings to paging structures [38]. The 0th entry is unused
out of convenience; the bootloader must be loaded into
low memory so the low memory region is reserved to
avoid conflicts with boot code. There are other complications to using low memory such as the memmap and
RAMDISK, structures loaded into low memory by the
bios during boot that are used throughout the lifetime of
the kernel. However, most or all of this section could be
reclaimed for use during loading with some care.
Additionally, the least significant address space bits
are sometimes unavailable for loading sections. Each
individual section in an ELF binary has an alignment
requirement [12]. The alignment requirement is reported in the sh addralign member of each ELF
section header. Many section headers report an alignment requirement of 0 or 1, meaning that its section
requires no special alignment: all of the least significant bits of the address can be loaded arbitrarily. However, some sections require 2, 4, 8 or greater bytealignment. For any sh addralign greater than 1,
log2 (sh addralign) bits of the address must be held
at zero in order to conform to the ELF standard. However, all remaining low-level bits can be randomized.
Unlike some prior work, our prototype can load sections

5.1.2

Program Variants

One way to measure the diversity of a system is in terms
of the number of program variants that can be generated from a given binary. The set of all possible program
variants is the search space for an attacker that wants
to learn the layout of the address space by brute-force
guessing. The larger that search space is, the greater the
workload of the attacker. Similar to entropy, this measurement does have limitations. Many unique instances
of a program will have a particularly interesting resource
located in the exact same location. It is an open research
question how likely this is to assist the attacker in practice.
The question of how many program variants are possible is a combinatorics problem that can be visualized
using the common “stars and bars” method [17].
First, assume that for a best-case scenario, all sections s ∈ S require only 1-byte alignment. Note that
S = Su ∪ Sk ; the sections to be loaded are both the userand kernel-space sections. Also assume that the hardware enforces protections at a single byte granularity.
These assumptions provide the situation for an upper
bound on the number of variants.
Since ∑s∈S s.size is known, the total amount of virtual
memory that will be unused after the program is loaded
is known. If the amount of virtual memory eligible to be
used for loading is |A|, there will be |A| − ∑s∈S s.size unused bytes after all sections are loaded. Each of these unused bytes will lie in a region between two sections or a
section and a virtual memory barrier. In other words, the
sections can be considered dividers that break the unused
bytes up into |S| + 1 “bins” or “buckets”. Each possible
assignment of unused bytes to bins describes a possible
program image.
Counting the ways to place unused bytes into |S| + 1
bins is accomplished using the following visualization.
Imagine each of the |A| − ∑s∈S s.size unused bytes is a
“star”. If |S| stars are transformed into “bars” (sections,
in this case) then the remaining A − ∑s∈S s.size − |S|
7 The lower bound is reported for a worst-case sh addralign of
8 bytes. This is typical for the largest alignment requirement in an ELF
binary.
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stars are divided into |S| + 1 buckets. However, for
this system to represent the diversity loading problem,
A − ∑s∈S s.size stars must be divided into the |S| + 1 bins.
Starting with |S| + A − ∑s∈S s.size stars and picking |S| at
random to represent sections instead of unused bytes accomplishes this. Choosing k objects from a set of n is an
elementary combinatorial problem. Therefore, an upper
bound on the number of variants that can be produced
from a given program is shown in Equation 2.



|S| + A − ∑ s.size !
s∈S


A − ∑ s.size !


l
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|S| + PAGE SIZE − ∑
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PAGE SIZE + 1 × PAGE SIZE − s.size
×∏
s.alignment
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(4)
Equation 4 is a close lower bound. There is one thing
that keeps it from being an exact calculation: the equation assumes that every possible position to which a section could be loaded would consume the maximum possible amount of memory for that section. However, in
truth only a small subsection
the eligible
addresses

 of
s.size
+
1
pages.
Most
cause a section to consume PAGE
SIZE
 s.size 
consume only PAGE
pages.
Finding
an
exact
value
SIZE
by including this in the calculation is beyond the scope
of this paper.
We calculated the upper and lower bounds for a typical program loaded using our prototype implementation.
We used a shell as the example program to calculate sample values. On our system, A ≈ 255TB, |Su | ≈ 143,
and |Sk | ≈ 444. Furthermore, ∑s∈Su s.size ≈ 800MB8
and ∑s∈Sk s.size ≈ 80MB. This gives an upper bound of
≈ 108440 unique address space layouts for a typical program and a lower bound of ≈ 108205 .
These numbers do not include the number of variants
produced by any compile-time randomization techniques
that are used; including these effects effects will greatly
increase the number of possible program variants. This
shows that, at its limit, diversification of software can
generate a virtual address layout search space that will
overwhelm and defeat brute-force attacks.

(2)

s∈S

Unfortunately, alignment requirements and coarsely
grained MMU protection mechanisms mean that this upper bound is not reached. To capture a better idea of the
actual number of variants possible, we will make some
adjustments to more accurately represent the problem.
First, the MMU provides memory protections only at the
granularity of PAGE SIZE chunks. So, the memory consumed by a section will be in units of page size. For the
lower bound, a safe assumption is that each section consumes
the maximum
possible amount of memory. This

 s.size
+
1.
Adding
the extra page is just in case
is PAGE
SIZE
the section is loaded across a page boundary. This lower
bound is expressed in Equation 3.


l
m

A
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|S| + PAGE SIZE − ∑
!
PAGE SIZE + 1
s∈S


l
m

s.size
A
!
PAGE SIZE − ∑
PAGE SIZE + 1

(3)

5.2

s∈S

Performance Cost

The performance cost of this method of diversity is spent
partially at run- and partially at load-time. At load-time,
there is added work from running the diversity algorithm.
At run-time, the source is slightly more subtle. Consider
a series of very small functions; without load-time diversity, these are likely to all be located on a single page of
memory. This means that a single translation lookaside
buffer (TLB) entry or cache page will cache all of these

The lower bound does not achieve the true value because it assumes that sections are eligible to be loaded
only at page boundaries and that sections are loaded such
that each will cross over a page boundary, consuming an
extra page. This is a contradiction, but that is acceptable for a lower bound. A tighter lower bound examines where a section will be loaded within the memory
it can consume. In other words, multiplying the original
lower bound by the number of places within the memory
footprint consumed by a section that the section can be
loaded. This bound is shown in Equation 4.

8 The quantity
∑s∈Su s.size is dominated by the user-space heap
which is allocated with a size of several hundred MB in order to accommodate memory-intensive applications. Although the heap is allocated
on demand as the user process requests it, a maximum size is assigned
at load-time to guarantee that the heap has sufficient room to grow.
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Table 2: Fork/Exec Test - 50 Trials

400
No Diversity
Überdiversity
Performance Cost

300

1

200

0.5

100

0

functions. With load-time diversity, however, a TLB entry and cache page will be required for each of these
functions. More importantly, there will be a cache miss
the first time each of these functions is executed compared to the non-diversified case in which only the first
time any of these functions is executed results in a cache
miss.
The load-time costs of our prototype are summarized
in Table 2. This table measures the time spent to create
and transform a process using fork and exec. The average case did show a high cost of 7.2×. Fortunately, this
cost is incurred only once in the lifetime of the process
and therefore overall throughput is not heavily affected.
In contrast, run-time performance overhead can pose a
real threat to overall system throughput. Caching plays a
huge role in offering the performance necessary to make
modern systems useable, and fine-grained randomization threatens that entire subsystem. Figure 2 explores a
worst-case scenario. In particular, it shows how the performance cost increases with nested subroutine depth as
the caching capabilities of the hardware begin to be overwhelmed by the number of entries required for effective
caching. The tests used to generate the data for this figure simply called nested subroutines until the function
at the desired depth returned a value. Performance costs
as high as 400% are a testament to just how important
caching is, and how it can be disrupted by fine-grained
randomization.
Although the experimental status of the platform for
the prototype limits the type of applications that can
be measured, Table 3 illustrates measured performance
costs on industry standard benchmarking utilities. The
AIM9 Tests [1] demonstrate that, despite the high costs
seen in Figure 2, code diversity has no meaningful performance cost on code execution within a function after
load time. The malloc test [35] does show some performance due to the cache misses from malloc and all of
its subroutines. Importantly, however, even though this
test uses many subroutines in the C standard library, only
a 6% performance cost was measured. This suggests

·109

200

400
800
600
Nested Function Depth

1000

Performance Cost (%)

Max
No Diversity
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Überdiversity
Avg
Average Performance Cost

CPU Cycles×109
5.2296
4.8050
4.9768
36.4030
35.5999
35.9565
7.2×

CPU Cycles

Fork/Exec Test

0

Figure 2: Performance Benchmarks for Nested Functions. This test illustrates that loading functions onto
unique discontinuous pages instead of loading them contiguously can lead to cache exhaustion in extreme use
cases.

that many applications follow the anecdote that “software spends 90% of its time in 10% of its code,” and
therefore that a very advanced level of randomization can
be deployed with acceptable performance cost.
Finally, there is some memory overhead associated
with using such a fine-grained randomization scheme.
The code itself will have a larger memory footprint because memory is consumed in increments of
PAGE SIZE, but each function is loaded in isolation
from the others. Therefore, two functions that fit together
on one page will now consume 2 pages. Additionally,
more memory is used to generate the higher-level paging
structures that provide the mappings to randomized, nonlocalized addresses. Figure 3 demonstrates the worstcase of this cost is between 10× and 15×. This cost may
be prohibitive for some applications or low-memory systems, but the amount of memory on state of the art systems is typically more than sufficient to accommodate
this overhead for average workloads.
Furthermore, techniques used to decrease some of
these performance and memory overheads are explored
in [56]. This work explores optimizations such as
bundling leaf functions with their callers to minimize an
extra cache miss in a case where security is unlikely to
be decreased. These same techniques could be applied in
a 64-bit environment.
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Test (CPU Cycles)
Max
No Diversity
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Überdiversity
Avg
Average Performance Cost

Multiply (×1010 )
2.2619
2.2394
2.2432
2.2647
2.2388
2.2464
0.14%

Add (×1010 )
1.3811
1.3512
1.3631
1.8987
1.3307
1.3674
0.32%

Divide (×1011 )
1.0937
1.0830
1.0851
1.1037
1.0373
1.0629
-2%

malloc (×1011 )
2.9638
2.9563
2.9596
4.2529
3.0115
3.1393
6%

Table 3: AIM9 Benchmark Suite [1] and Malloc Test [35] Performance Measurements - 50 Trials per test
43 bits, a brute-force attack would take months9 . This
means that any attempted brute-force attack will be easily detected before it succeeds.
Return into Non-Randomized Memory Regions. In
some ASLR implementations, there are some sections
that are not randomized. Ways to exploit each of the text,
heap, bss, and data sections when they are not randomized are detailed in ASLRSLR. Fortunately, our prototype successfully randomizes the location of every memory region. The ELF maintained relocation tables allow fixing pointers to data in the bss/data section and to
functions to reflect the newly randomized locations. The
user-space malloc implementation learns the location of
the randomized heap by making a system call to request
the address. Similarly, the kernel locates its heap at runtime by referencing data passed on by the bootloader.
Information Leakage Attack. Direct or indirect
memory disclosures can defeat address space randomization by divulging address space layout information
at run-time, enabling unique attack vectors [53]. Many
methods such as execute-only code [3, 6, 13, 21] aim to
limit the risk of memory disclosure. Most of these techniques are compatible with überdiversity.
Furthermore, fine-grained compile-time diversity
should be used to reduce the amount of usable information that an attacker gains from any memory disclosure. Compile-time diversification should introduce randomness within an ELF section, denying the ability to
make assumptions about the location of gadgets within a
given ELF section by reading a single address off of the
stack. Research efforts examining the necessary type of
compile-time randomization are plentiful [24,27–29,31],
and most are be compatible with load-time diversification techniques.
New information leakage techniques include side
channel attacks, including methods developed specifi-
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Figure 3: Worst-Case Memory Overhead Analysis. This
analysis assumes that sections are 14 the size of a page,
and that the random locations are chosen in the most
memory-heavy way possible.

5.3

Security Implications

As traditional ASLR has become ubiquitous in many
commodity operating systems, attackers have developed
a multitude of ways to bypass its protections. The various
classical methods of exploiting programs despite ASLR
are presented in the ASLR Smack and Laugh Reference
(ASLRSLR) [40]. We will examine a selection of these
methods and discuss how überdiversity influences their
efficacy.
Aggression. The first and most obvious threat listed
in ASLRSLR is a brute-force attack in which an attacker gains access to a vulnerable pointer that has been
randomized by repeatedly guessing. For example, [51]
shows that a system with only 24 bits of entropy can be
brute-forced in a matter of minutes. Although [45] reported being able to brute-force a 64-bit ASLR implementation in as little as 1 hour, the ASLR implementation used was only 28 bits. As discussed in Section 5.1.1,
our prototype achieves at least 43 bits of entropy. With

9 Estimated. Experimental results from [51] and [45] say that 24 bits
requires 4 minutes to brute-force, and 28 bits requires an hour. This
conforms to intuition, as 4 min × 2(28−24) = 64min ≈ 1 hr. The same
calculation for 43 bits gives 4 min × 2(43−24) = 524288 min ≈ 1 yr.
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cally for defeating ASLR [25]. However, the authors
of [25] state explicitly that “by utilizing the complete
memory range and distributing all loaded modules to different places, it would be much harder to perform our attacks.” This is exactly the method that überdiversity uses,
meaning that its high entropy provides a native level of
protection against these types of attacks.
Return-Oriented Programming. Return-oriented
programming (ROP) [49] is a method that uses small bits
of code known as “gadgets”, each of which is a short sequence of instructions followed by a return. A carefully
crafted stack can direct control flow through these gadgets in a particular order to preform arbitrary computation.
Traditional ASLR disturbs ROP by making it more
difficult to locate gadgets. However, an attacker needs
to find only one address range in order to locate all of the
possible gadgets. Our prototype makes it even more difficult by putting each function, and therefore all potential
gadgets, into unique random address ranges.
... and beyond In the time since the publication of
ASLRSLR, several attacks against ASLR have been published. Some, such as [44], rely on the relatively predictable layout of the address space and are therefore defeated by using fine-grained randomization such as that
explored in überdiversity. However, some state of the
art techniques such as BROP [5] manage to defeat even
fine-grained randomization without access to the compiled and loaded code. This powerful technique threatens otherwise secure randomization schemes, including
überdiversity, but requires some particular properties of a
system. The authors state that “the most basic protection
against the BROP attack is to rerandomize canaries and
ASLR as often as possible,” because they rely on a restart
property to guarantee that their addresses of interest do
not change upon a process crash. Although überdiversity
currently randomizes only during a call to exec, as they
point out is typical of randomization techniques, it is possible that it could randomize during fork as well. The
challenges of implementing a system to re-randomize
code on a fork is discussed in the context of per-process
kernel layout randomization in [7].

more, most do not discuss the method used to randomize the memory layout, and many confuse entropy with
program variants while attempting to quantify their effort. This paper presented überdiversity, an ELF diversity loader that randomizes fine-grained memory regions
while loading them into memory.
A study of related work reveals that an important detail in any randomization technique, the algorithm used
to produce permuted address spaces, is rarely mentioned,
much less thoroughly examined. We present the algorithm we use and prove that it produces address space
layouts uniformly at random, a property that is necessary
for any randomization technique to be deployed most effectively. Additionally, previous research efforts are inconsistent in the use of “entropy” to quantify the effectiveness of a diversification tool. To address this, we take
care to separate the measure of entropy from that of program variants; both provide valuable but different ways
to estimate the potency of a diversity implementation.
Überdiversity makes several improvements over the
current state of the art. Firstly, it manages to make use
of a large majority of the available virtual memory, delivering an unprecedented 43-47 bits of entropy. Including the diversity loader into the system’s bootloader enables the random loading of the hypervisor and the operating system kernel in addition to the more common
randomization of user processes. Furthermore, the kernel and the user process are randomized together, producing an address space where kernel- and user-sections
are non-deterministically interleaved. The flexible x86
virtual memory abstraction maintains appropriate protections despite having discontiguous kernel- and userspace virtual memory regions.
Our prototype revealed high costs (7.2×) at load-time
but, despite clear evidence of an extremely slow worstcase scenario, only moderate costs in the average case at
run-time (less than 10%). This suggests that mainstream
ASLR implementations could use more thorough and
fine-grained randomization techniques on an average application, even approaching the hardware-imposed limits, without suffering unreasonable performance costs.
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the maximum address space that could be consumed is
|S|(2sl .size − 1) = 2|S| × sl .size − |S| < 2|S| × sl .size.
Therefore, a single contiguous address range of size
2|S| × sl .size will be sufficient to load any set of sections.


Algorithm 2: Scaling Diversity Loader Algorithm.
This algorithm chooses enough random numbers for
each to be a gap between two sections, then scales the
random numbers to fit the available address space.
Input: The Address Space A & Sections to be
Loaded S
Output: Random location si .location ∀s ∈ S
1 Randomly shuffle S;
2 Choose |S| + 1 random integers from 0 to
RAND MAX; {r1 , r2 , ..., r|S|+1 } = R;
j 
k
|A|−∑s∈S s.size
3 T ← f (R) where f (R) = R
;
r
∑

Proof of Lemma 2
Lemma 2. The algorithm (FYS’) that differs from FYS
by iteratively choosing a “place in line” for each member in N instead of iteratively choosing a random member of N to place “next in line” produces variants uniformly at random.

r∈R

4
5
6

s1 .location ← t1 ;
for i = 2 to |S| do
si .location ← si−1 .location + ti ;

Proof. In each of FYS and FYS’, a particular sequence
of random numbers chosen during the algorithm corresponds to a single and unique permutation of the address
space. Because the method of choosing random numbers is the same between algorithms, the probability of a
given sequence of random numbers is the same in each.
If the probability of any two variants is equal in FYS,
then the probability of any two sequences of random
numbers is equal. If the probability of any two sequences
of random numbers is equal in FYS, then the probability
of any two sequences of random numbers is the same in
FYS’. Finally, if the probability of any two sequences of
random numbers is equal, then the probability of any two
variants resulting from FYS’ is equal. Therefore, FYS’
produces program variants with uniform and evenly distributed probability.


possible sets R are equally likely and each T generates a
unique address space, uniform randomness implies that,
given T , @T 0 : | f −1 (T )| 6= | f −1 (T 0 )|.
Unfortunately, this is not true. Intuitively, if a set
of numbers in R is not big enough to fill the address
space and needs to be scaled up, then the resulting numbers in T will be larger. In other words, the process
of scaling means that address space layouts with small
gaps between sections are less likely than those with
large gaps between sections. More formally, consider
a set T in which all members are even. In this set,
f −1 (T ) ⊇ {0.5T, T, 2T, 3T, 4T, ...}. However, if T 0 contains one or more elements of value 1, 0.5T 0 ∈
/ f −1 (T 0 )
since we are dealing only with integers, and no element
of an R that had to be scaled up could result in a value
of 1. Therefore, ∃T, T 0 : | f −1 (T )| =
6 | f −1 (T 0 )|. By proof
by contradiction, this algorithm does not produce address
space layouts with uniform probability.


Proof of Lemma 1
Lemma 1. Algorithm 3 will always succeed to load a
set of sections S with size S.size = ∑s∈S s.size if, |A| ≥
2|S| × sl .size where @ s ∈ S : s.size > sl .size.
Proof. The largest section in S, sl (given by definition:
@ s ∈ S : s.size > sl .size), will consume at least sl .size eligible addresses when it is placed. The concern is that the
space between some hard boundary, like address 0x0,
and the location where sl is loaded (al,k ) is too small
for any address within that range to be eligible to load
a subsequent section. In other words, the worst case is
that loading each section removes 2sl .size − 1 from the
available address space. Therefore, for all |S| sections,
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